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Executive Summary
This report examines the impact the proposed Development will have on neighbours in terms of daylight,
sunlight & shadow. We will also examine how the proposed development performs in terms of light. The
report is, in accordance with "Site Layout Planning for Daylight and Sunlight: A Guide to Good Practice” and BS
8206 Lighting for Buildings, Part 2: Code of Practice for Daylighting.
It should be noted at the outset that the BRE document sets out in its introduction that:
“Summary Page . . . It is purely advisory and the numerical target values within it may be varied to meet
the needs of the development and its location.”
" 1.6 . . . The advice given here is not mandatory and the guide should not be seen as an instrument of
planning policy; its aim is to help rather than constrain the designer. Although it gives numerical
guidelines, these should be interpreted flexibly since natural lighting is only one of many factors in site
layout design. . . . "
Performance of the proposed design
• Light Distribution ADF
o 97% of all rooms comply with the ADF requirements
o Only 4 x internal facing living rooms 00-33c & 00-36c and 01-33c & 01-36c Living rooms with
kitchen/food preparations shows results below the 2.0% K/L/D test value.
o Information on compensatory measures are provided by the Architect.
o The development shows excellent ADF results.
▪ Block C: Average ADF for all tested living rooms Block 3.0% and all for bedrooms 1.9%
▪ Block E: Average ADF for all tested living rooms Block 4.0% and all for bedrooms 2.0%
• Sunlight to Living rooms:
o All windows receive some sunlight and the number that face North are small.
o Block C – Living rooms
▪ 100% comply with the BRE Annual APSH requirements
▪ 100% comply with the BRE Winter WPSH requirements
o Block E – Living rooms
▪ 74% comply with the BRE Annual APSH requirements
▪ If we include marginal results this rises to 83%
▪ 81% comply with the BRE Winter WPSH requirements
o This is generally in accordance with the guidelines example of “careful” design 80%.
o This high quality of sunlight coupled with the excellent ADF and room depth results detailed above
show that the living rooms to the apartments tested will receive an excellent quality of light
• Shadow:
o 100% of tested shared & Public amenity spaces receive > 2hrs of sunlight over 50% of its area on the
21st of March.
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Architects Comments / Compensatory Measures
Full details are provided in the Architects commentary in this report, but these are summarised below:
Block C fully complies with the BRE requirements for ADF daylight.
We accept however that 4 no. rooms in Block E may not meet the BRE recommendations. A range of measures
are proposed to mitigate against this in these 4 no. rooms. These can be outlined as follows:
•

•
•
•

•

The living spaces with lowest lighting levels are on the internal courtyard side at ground floor level.
These units are provided with enlarged ground floor terraces with direct access to the podium to
augment the amenity available to these units.
In the 4 no. rooms deemed not to meet the BRE recommendations there is scope to enlarge the
windows to meet the standards as required.
In the units in question, stores which occupy a space along the external wall of the building can be
repositioned to the back of the room to maximise the availability of daylight to the living space.
The 4 no. rooms deemed not to meet the BRE recommendations are larger in size than required by the
‘Sustainable Urban Housing: Design Standards for New Apartments (2020)’ and as such could be reduced
to comply with the relevant standards, however, it was decided during the design process that, on
balance, the additional floor area would be of more benefit to the living space rather than labelling it as
storage, which would not require daylighting analysis.
In addition to the private amenity spaces provided to the individual apartments, a strong emphasis was
placed on the provision of high quality communal and public open space during design development. At
roof level unobstructed, panoramic views and access to sun/daylight is available to all residents by way
of 2 no. communal roof gardens.

The application generally complies with the recommendations and guidelines of Site Layout Planning for
Daylight and Sunlight: A Guide to Good Practice (BRE 2011) and BS 8206 Lighting for Buildings and Part 2: Code
of Practice for Daylighting.
This development has been successfully designed to maximise the occupant’s access to light. As such the design
has used the guidelines in the spirit they have been written and balanced the requirements of this report with
other constraints to arrive at this design.
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Introduction

Preliminary Overview

Chris Shackleton Consulting (CSC) have been asked to examine how the proposed development performs in
terms of light.

The aerial view shows the context for the site and that there are no close neighbours for assessment.

The development consists of:
• Housing 2 & 3 storey, detached, semi-detached & terraced houses, apartment / duplex units
• Apartments in 2 no. blocks:
o Block C, being 3 storeys, and
o Block E, being 2-5 storeys over a basement level car park.
• The development also includes a crèche.
The development performance analysis concentrates of the apartment blocks C & E
This analysis has been carried out in accordance with the recommendations of Site Layout Planning for Daylight
and Sunlight: A Guide to Good Practice (BRE 2011) and BS 8206 Lighting for Buildings and Part 2: Code of Practice
for Daylighting.
All references quoted in this report are from BRE document “Site Layout Planning for
Daylight and Sunlight: A Guide to Good Practice – Second Edition – 2011 (BR 209) by Paul
Littlefair” unless specifically noted otherwise.

Google Earth extract © Google 2022
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Design/Analysis Models
A 3D model of the proposed development was provided by the Architect. These had been modelled from survey
information and drawings provided in plan, elevation and section formats. The model was geo-referenced to its
correct location and an accurate solar daylight system was introduced. The analysis is based on the information
provided.

Full Site (including blocks C and E)

Scope of this Report
We have been asked to address the following specific items in this report and our scope is limited to the same:
Block C (in isolation)

Development Performance
For the proposed development we will examine the performance of the apartment blocks C & E in this
development under the following headings:
•
•
•

Light distribution Average Daylight Factor – ADF – All habitable rooms
Sunlight availability - Living room spaces APSH/WPSH.
Shadow performance proposed shared and Public amenity spaces

When examining the internal performance of the development we note even thought the layout and rooms
follow similar design principles floor to floor we have tested all rooms on all floors.

Block E (in isolation)

[Chris Shackleton Consulting]
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Development Performance
Development Performance - Average Daylight Factor - ADF
Internal light distribution within a room is examined by testing ADF (Average Daylight Factor) against pre-defined
parameters. Calculation of average daylight factor is based the BRE guidance document BR 209 and the
referenced BS 8206-2:2008 Lighting for buildings – Part 2: Code of practice for daylighting.

Table 2 - Minimum average daylight factor
Room type
Bedrooms
Living rooms
Kitchens

Where one room serves more than one purpose, the minimum average daylight factor
should be that for the room type with the highest value. For example, in a space which
combines a living room and a kitchen the minimum average daylight factor should be 2%.

This is defined under Clause 2.11.3
Daylight Factor
Ratio of illuminance at a point on a given plane due to light received from a sky of known
or assumed luminance distribution, to illuminance on a horizontal plane due to an
unobstructed hemisphere of this sky [BS 6100-7:2008, 59011]
Defined in the BRE 209 Glossary (similarly in the BS code Clause 2.11.4 and 5.5)
Average daylight factor:
Ratio of total daylight flux incident on the working plane to the area of the working plane,
expressed as a percentage of the outdoor illuminance on a horizontal plane due to an
unobstructed CIE standard overcast sky. Thus a 1% ADF would mean that the average
indoor illuminance would be one hundredth the outdoor unobstructed illuminance
The average daylight factor (see 2.11.4) is used as the measure of general illumination from skylight. It is
considered good practice to ensure that rooms in dwellings and in most other buildings have a predominantly
daylit appearance. In order to achieve this the average daylight factor should be at least 2%.
If the average daylight factor in a space is at least 5% then electric lighting is not normally needed during the
daytime, provided the uniformity is satisfactory (see 5.7 BS or 2.1.8 BRE 209). If the average daylight factor in a
space is between 2% and 5% supplementary electric lighting is usually required. Values greater than 6% might
suggest that the room has too much daylight.
•
•

For the purposes of the calculation of daylight factor in this standard, it is assumed that the sky has the
luminance distribution of the standard overcast sky.
Direct and reflected sunlight are excluded from all values of illuminance.

This Code also provides under Clause 5.6 guidance for
Minimum values of average daylight factor in dwellings
Even if a predominantly daylit appearance is not achievable in a dwelling, it is
recommended that the average daylight factor should be at least the relevant value as
given in Table 2 or clause 2.1.8 BRE 209
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Minimum Average daylight factor %
1
1.5
2

In accordance with BRE 209 & BS 8206-2 computations are based on the standard CIE (Commission Internationale
de l´Eclairage) overcast sky model. With the exclusion of direct and reflected sunlight from the computation of
room average daylight factor it may be considered as worst-case scenario.
Light distribution was computed by modelling the internal configuration of rooms and windows placed within
the existing topography and the adjacent buildings and then running a radiance analysis on the same. This
analysis was based on a standard working plane for residential of 0.850m and results are provided in terms of
Average Daylight Factor for selected rooms. See code for definitions.
The following reflectance/transmittance values were used for the analysis
These are generally from BS 8206 Part 2 - tables A.1 & A.2

Surface

Description

External Plane
External Walls
Floor
Internal Wall
Ceiling
Frame

Earth
Grey render / concrete
Light Wood / cream carpet
Cream
White
Medium Grey

Glass

Sealed double glazed unit

Reflectance
0.2
0.4
0.4
0.7
0.8
0.5
0.63

<Transmittance

We note that for apartment developments many councils in Ireland and the UK accept the lower value of 1.5%
assigned to living rooms to also include those with a small food preparation area (kitchen) as part of this space.
The higher kitchen figure of 2.0% is more appropriate to a traditional house layout and room usage. The use of
a reduced value accepted by Local Authorities is still compliant within the terms of the guidelines. This has been
confirmed as acceptable and standard practice by the author Dr Paul Littlefair.
However, in this project we have used 1.0% for bedrooms and the more strict value of 2.0% for the Living room
with integrated kitchen spaces.
Legend for radiance plots:
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GF 0 Floor - Block C - Layout – Naming Convention

GF 0 Floor Analysis
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1st Floor - Block C - Layout – Naming Convention

1st Floor Analysis
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2nd Floor - Block C - Layout – Naming Convention

Tabulated results for Block C

2nd Floor Analysis
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GF 0 Floor - Block E - Layout – Naming Convention

GF 0 Floor Analysis
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1st Floor - Block E - Layout – Naming Convention

1st Floor Analysis
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2nd Floor - Block E - Layout – Naming Convention

2nd Floor Analysis
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3rd Floor - Block E - Layout – Naming Convention

3rd Floor Analysis
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4th Floor - Block E - Layout – Naming Convention

4th Floor Analysis
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Summary

ADF Check - Summary
97% of all rooms comply with the ADf requirements
Only 4 x internal facing living rooms 00-33c & 00-36c and 01-33c & 01-36c Living rooms with kitchen/food
preparations shows results below the 2.0% K/L/D test value.
Information on compensatory measures are provided by the Architect.
The development shows excellent ADF results.
Block C: Average ADF for all tested living rooms Block 3.0% and all for bedrooms 1.9%
Block E: Average ADF for all tested living rooms Block 4.0% and all for bedrooms 2.0%

The proposed development generally complies with the requirements of the BRE guidelines in relation to ADF
light distribution.

Two facing internal living rooms at Ground and first floors fail to meet the BRE targets.
Those at first floors are marginal.
Please see Architects Commentary for Compensatory Measures.

[Chris Shackleton Consulting]
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Development Performance - Sunlight into living spaces
Tests for the sunlight that windows to living room and/or conservatory can receive over both annual and Winter
periods. Clause 3.1.2 of the guidance document BRE indicates that special checks should be applied to living
rooms to ensure that these core rooms receive the necessary sunlight.

There then follows with an example of a careful layout for a relatively small block where 4/5 flats have south
facing living rooms, and one North which would receive no sunlight at all. From this layout and results we can
conclude that an 80% pass rate is considered good design.

In Housing, the main requirement for sunlight is in living rooms. where it is valued at any
time of day but especially in the afternoon.
Check Clauses
Clause 3.1.15 In general a dwelling, or non-domestic building which has a particular
requirement for sunlight, will appear reasonably sunlit provided:
•

at least one main window wall faces within 90˚ of due south and

•

the centre of at least one window to a main living room can receive 25% of annual
probable sunlight hours, including at least 5% of annual probable sunlight hours in
the winter months between 21 September and 21 March

Tabulated results

3.1.16 Where groups of dwellings are planned, site layout design should aim to maximise
the number of dwellings with a main living room that meets the above recommendations.
3.1.12…….. If a room has two windows on opposite walls, the APSH due to each can be
added together.
The guidelines accept the difficulty imposed by this requirement and that it will not always be possible to
achieve this requirement for ALL living spaces. While it is preferred to have sunlight the guidelines are
pragmatic in this regard.
The guidelines further define:
3.1.8……….. For larger developments of flats, especially those with site constraints, it may
not be possible to have every living room facing within 90° of south…….
……Arranging the flats so that living rooms are placed at the end corners of the building
and hence can be dual aspect. That way, living rooms on the north side of the building can
also have an east- or west-facing window which can receive some sun…..

[Chris Shackleton Consulting]
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BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE

F0
F0
F0
F0
F0
F0
F0
F0
F0
F0
F0
F0
F0
F1
F1
F1
F1
F1
F1
F1
F1
F1
F1
F1
F1
F1
F2
F2
F2
F2
F2
F2
F2
F2
F2
F2
F2
F2

W3
W4
W7
W11
W12
W15
W19
W20
W23
W27
W28
W33
W36
W3
W4
W7
W11
W12
W15
W19
W20
W23
W27
W28
W33
W36
W2
W3
W6
W10
W11
W15
W17
W18
W22
W25
W26
W28

E.0.3
E.0.4
E.0.7
E.0.11
E.0.12
E.0.15
E.0.19
E.0.20
E.0.23
E.0.27
E.0.28
E.0.33
E.0.36
E.1.3
E.1.4
E.1.7
E.1.11
E.1.12
E.1.15
E.1.19
E.1.20
E.1.23
E.1.27
E.1.28
E.1.33
E.1.36
E.2.2
E.2.3
E.2.6
E.2.10
E.2.11
E.2.15
E.2.17
E.2.18
E.2.22
E.2.25
E.2.26
E.2.28

6.1
22.6
18.4
40.6
37.7
79.8
32.4
30.6
40.8
43.3
3.2
23.3
20.4
6.5
25.9
21.3
42.2
39.0
81.2
33.5
33.4
44.0
49.1
4.1
27.4
26.5
6.7
26.0
21.4
42.7
39.4
33.6
4.1
52.0
31.9
43.1
81.1
40.5

Fail
Marginal
Fail
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Fail
Marginal
Marginal
Fail
Pass
Marginal
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Fail
Pass
Pass
Fail
Pass
Marginal
Pass
Pass
Pass
Fail
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass

0.0
9.7
9.2
30.1
30.3
30.3
29.2
27.7
13.8
13.1
0.0
0.4
2.7
0.0
11.0
9.6
31.4
31.6
31.3
30.3
30.5
14.5
16.5
0.0
6.1
7.4
0.0
11.0
9.6
31.9
32.0
11.3
0.0
18.5
16.9
31.6
31.6
10.6

Fail
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Fail
Fail
Fail
Fail
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Fail
Pass
Pass
Fail
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Fail
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass

Sunlight to Living rooms - Summary
All windows receive some sunlight and the number that face North are small.
Block C – Living rooms
100% comply with the BRE Annual APSH requirements
100% comply with the BRE Winter WPSH requirements
Block E – Living rooms
74% comply with the BRE Annual APSH requirements
If we include marginal results this rises to 83%
81% comply with the BRE Winter WPSH requirements
This is generally in accordance with the guidelines example of “careful” design 80%.
This high quality of sunlight coupled with the excellent ADF and room depth results detailed above show that the
living rooms to the apartments tested will receive an excellent quality of light
The proposed development generally complies with the requirements of the BRE guidelines in relation to
Sunlight availability and careful layout design.

[Chris Shackleton Consulting]
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Development Performance - Shadow/Sunlight - Gardens and Open spaces
Tests for the availability of sunlight in amenity areas.
Shadow/Sunlight - Clause 3.3.17
It is recommended that for it to appear adequately sunlit throughout the year, at least
half of a garden or amenity area should receive at least two hours of sunlight on 21
March. ………
3.3.3 The availability of sunlight should be checked for all open spaces where it will be
required. This would normally include:
• gardens, usually the main back garden of a house
• parks and playing fields
• children’s playgrounds
• outdoor swimming pools and paddling pools
• sitting out areas such as those between non-domestic buildings and in public squares
• focal points for views such as a group of monuments or fountains.
The amenities of the following properties were tested.
•
•
•

Shared Amenity Tested blocks
Public Amenity Around site
Private balconies are called up for testing under 3.3.3

BRE 2-hour Shadow Plots
The graphic below indicates the areas which receive 2 hours of sunlight on the 21st March in accordance with the
BRE guidelines.
•
•
•

Zones Tested

Green represents areas which exceed the 2-hour requirement - pass
Red is less than the 2-hour requirement - fail
Orange are marginal or borderline - just below the 2-hour requirement

[Chris Shackleton Consulting]
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The results are tabulated below:

Please note that passing the BRE requirements does not imply that shadows will not be cast over an amenity
space at all. Shadows which are transient by nature may not impact on the percentage of the space which
receives 2 hours of sunlight on the 21st of March.

Conclusion
Analysis BRE plots

All tested proposed shared and public amenity spaces pass the BRE requirement relating to the area receiving 2
hours of sunlight on the 21st of March > 50%.
The tested spaces comply with the requirements of the BRE guidelines.

[Chris Shackleton Consulting]
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Architect’s commentary/
Compensatory Measures
Introduction:
Access to daylight and sunlight was a fundamental consideration from the outset in the design of the apartments
blocks within the development. Through careful design, the scheme achieves a dual aspect ratio of c. 72% within
Blocks C & E, which is substantially above the 50% required on green field sites stipulated in the ‘Sustainable Urban
Housing: Design Standards for New Apartments (2020)’. There are no single aspect north facing apartments
proposed. The heights of the apartment buildings are between 3 and 5 stories in keeping with the scale and
massing of the housing which surrounds it, allowing ample access to daylight and sunlight, and mitigates against
overshadowing.

Mitigation:
In conducting the daylight analysis of the development, the whole of Block C was found to meet the BRE
recommendations with regard to daylight. We accept however that 4 no. rooms in Block E may not meet the BRE
recommendations. A range of measures are proposed to mitigate against this in these 4 no. rooms. These can be
outlined as follows:
•

•
•
•

Block C:
Block C is designed as a point block of residential scale sitting within its own communal amenity space and enclosed
by the existing hedgerow and townland boundary to north and east. The design seeks to maximise the aspect from
each apartment and afford the residents the best access to daylight, sunlight, and view. Block C is three storeys in
height to minimise overshadowing of the amenity space which surrounds it. All apartments within Block C are dual
aspect, and 89% of the apartments have aspect in 3 orientations.

Block E:
Block E has been designed and orientated such that the primary aspect of the units is east / west. This eliminates
north facing single aspect units from the design. Block E enjoys ample access to a range of amenity space. Aside
from the private open space afforded to each apartment, there are 2 no. roof terraces on top of the building
offering a panoramic view and unobstructed access to daylight and sunlight for all occupants. Furthermore, the
lock is directly adjacent, and connected to, the primary public open space in the development. This amenity can
be enjoyed by all residents without the need to cross a road.
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•

The living spaces with lowest lighting levels are on the internal courtyard side at ground floor level. These
units are provided with enlarged ground floor terraces with direct access to the podium to augment the
amenity available to these units.
In the 4 no. rooms deemed not to meet the BRE recommendations there is scope to enlarge the windows
to meet the standards as required.
In the units in question, stores which occupy a space along the external wall of the building can be
repositioned to the back of the room to maximise the availability of daylight to the living space.
The 4 no. rooms deemed not to meet the BRE recommendations are larger in size than required by the
‘Sustainable Urban Housing: Design Standards for New Apartments (2020)’ and as such could be reduced
to comply with the relevant standards, however, it was decided during the design process that, on balance,
the additional floor area would be of more benefit to the living space rather than labelling it as storage,
which would not require daylighting analysis.
In addition to the private amenity spaces provided to the individual apartments, a strong emphasis was
placed on the provision of high quality communal and public open space during design development. At
roof level unobstructed, panoramic views and access to sun/daylight is available to all residents by way of
2 no. communal roof gardens which can be seen on architects’ drawings accompanying the application.
This ensures that sunlit spaces will be accessible to all residents within the block and not just those with
more favourably orientated apartments. Furthermore, the provision of public open space for the
development is above what is required for the development of this size. Block E enjoys a direct connection
to the central open space, this amenity can be accessed and enjoyed by all residents directly in front of
their apartments without the need to cross a road.

Conclusion:
This report demonstrates that the vast majority of rooms within the proposed development have good access to
daylight and sunlight. We believe that the impact of any shortfall on an individual room would be minimal in the
context of the compliance demonstrated within the overall development. Furthermore, in the few instances where
units may not meet the BRE recommendations a suite of measures has been implemented to mitigate against any
shortcoming. As such we respectfully submit that the proposed development will afford future occupants excellent
access to sunlight, daylight, aspect and amenity, and create a sustainable community into the future.
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Summary – Development Performance
This report is in compliance with: "Site layout planning for daylight and sunlight a guide to good practice Second
Edition - 2011 by Paul J Littlefair - BR209". It also references "BS 8206-2:2008 Lighting for buildings – Part 2:
Code of practice for daylighting" as and where called for in the above BRE guidance document.

Performance of the proposed design
• Light Distribution ADF
o 97% of all rooms comply with the ADF requirements
o Only 4 x internal facing living rooms 00-33c & 00-36c and 01-33c & 01-36c Living rooms with
kitchen/food preparations shows results below the 2.0% K/L/D test value.
o Information on compensatory measures are provided by the Architect.
o The development shows excellent ADF results.
▪ Block C: Average ADF for all tested living rooms Block 3.0% and all for bedrooms 1.9%
▪ Block E: Average ADF for all tested living rooms Block 4.0% and all for bedrooms 2.0%
•

•

Sunlight to Living rooms:
o All windows receive some sunlight and the number that face North are small.
o Block C – Living rooms
▪ 100% comply with the BRE Annual APSH requirements
▪ 100% comply with the BRE Winter WPSH requirements
o Block E – Living rooms
▪ 74% comply with the BRE Annual APSH requirements
▪ If we include marginal results this rises to 83%
▪ 81% comply with the BRE Winter WPSH requirements
o This is generally in accordance with the guidelines example of “careful” design 80%.
o This high quality of sunlight coupled with the excellent ADF and room depth results detailed above
show that the living rooms to the apartments tested will receive an excellent quality of light
Shadow:
o 100% of tested shared & Public amenity spaces receive > 2hrs of sunlight over 50% of its area on the
21st of March.

The application generally complies with the recommendations and guidelines of Site Layout Planning for
Daylight and Sunlight: A Guide to Good Practice (BRE 2011) and BS 8206 Lighting for Buildings, Part 2: Code of
Practice for Daylighting.

[Chris Shackleton Consulting]
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